It was a month to remember for Serbian teqers, with Nikola Mitro and Bogdan Marojevic rising to top of men’s doubles World Ranking after victory at the Paris World Series. A para teqball showcase in the French capital topped off an highly successful inaugural edition of the event, in what was a busy month of competition action for the teqball family. Both on and off the court, FITEQ has been providing assistance to the Ukrainian teqball community and urges National Federations around the world to continue showing their support. FITEQ also announced the composition of its 15 committees, which will play an integral role in the future growth of the sport.

#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

SERBIAN DOUBLES PAIR HEAD TO TOP OF WORLD RANKING

The latest update to the FITEQ World Ranking has seen Serbia’s reigning world champions Nikola Mitro and Bogdan Marojevic rise to the top.

FITEQ OFFERS FULL SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE TO UKRAINE

The International Teqball Federation (FITEQ) is deeply concerned at the Russian invasion of Ukraine, strongly condemns the ongoing conflict in the country.
SPORTS LEADERS AND INDUSTRY EXPERTS FORM COMPOSITION OF INAUGURAL FITEQ COMMITTEES

FITEQ has announced the composition of 15 new committees.

VIP DONATION PROGRAMME TO SUPPORT GROWTH OF URUGUAYAN TEQBALL

The Uruguayan Teqball Federation has delivered a Teq SMART table to the Uruguayan Football Association as part of FITEQ’s VIP Donation Table Programme.

USA TEQBALL FEDERATION REFEREE COORDINATOR REFLECTS ON SPORT’S RAPID GROWTH

FITEQ spoke to the USA Teqball Federation Referee Coordinator Elliot Taylor.

VICE PRESIDENT OF POLISH TEQBALL FEDERATION JOINS COUNTRY’S SOCIAL COUNCIL OF SPORT

Kajetan Listkiewicz, the Vice President of the Polish Teqball Federation, has been appointed as a member of the Polish Social Council of Sport.
FITEQ joins call to #BreakTheBias on International Women’s Day

The International Teqball Federation is proud to join the call to #BreakTheBias and celebrate women’s sporting achievements on International Women’s Day.

Drive for inclusivity continues as FITEQ hosts tournament for deaf athletes

FITEQ, in partnership with Hungarian hearing loss charity Silver Boot Foundation, organised a friendly tournament in Budapest for deaf athletes.

Young football stars in the Netherlands introduced to teqball

Young football stars in the city of Leeuwarden have been introduced to teqball following the addition of a Teq table to Sportpark Kalverdijkje Noord.

FITEQ mourns the loss of fourth President of the Republic of Zambia Rupiah Bwezani Banda

FITEQ is mourning the loss of the fourth President of the Republic of Zambia Mr Rupiah Bwezani Banda.
Thrilling action in Paris crowns inaugural World Series champions

Mediterranean Games becomes latest multisport event to include teqball

FITEQ Executive Board Member Filomena Fortes elected as ACOLOP President

Inaugural Teqball World Series opens in style in Paris

The first-ever Teqball World Series came to a close in Paris following three days of intense action in the women’s doubles, men’s doubles and mixed doubles categories.

FITEQ is delighted to have been added to the Mediterranean Games Oran 2022 as a demonstration sport.
YOUNG ATHLETES IN CANADA JOIN TEQBALL FAMILY

Students at the prestigious St. Michaels College School in Toronto have been introduced to teqball.

PARA TEQBALL TRAINING PROGRAMME AT PARIS WORLD SERIES SHOWCASES OPPORTUNITIES TO NEW ATHLETES

FITEQ and the French National Teqball Federation (FNTEQ) organised a para teqball training programme for local parasport athletes in France.